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To:

The Chair and Members of the Children's
Scrutiny Committee

Date: 27 August 2021

County Hall
Topsham Road
Exeter
Devon
EX2 4QD

Contact: Stephanie Lewis 01392 382486
Email: stephanie.lewis@devon.gov.uk

CHILDREN'S SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Tuesday, 7th September, 2021
A meeting of the Children's Scrutiny Committee is to be held on the above date at 10.30
am at Committee Suite - County Hall to consider the following matters.
Phil Norrey
Chief Executive
AGENDA

PART I - OPEN COMMITTEE
1

Apologies

2

Minutes (Pages 1 - 8)
Minutes of the meeting held on 16 March 2021 (previously circulated) and the
minutes from the April and July SOG meetings, attached.

3

Items Requiring Urgent Attention
Items which in the opinion of the Chair should be considered at the meeting as
matters of urgency.

4

Public Participation
Members of the public may make representations/presentations on any
substantive matter listed in the published agenda for this meeting, as set out
hereunder, relating to a specific matter or an examination of services or facilities
provided or to be provided.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION OR REVIEW
5

Scrutiny Committee Work Programme
In accordance with previous practice, Scrutiny Committees are requested to
review the list of forthcoming business and determine which items are to be
included in the Work Programme.
The Committee may also wish to review the content of the Cabinet Forward Plan
and the Children’s Services Risk Register to see if there are any specific items
therein it might wish to explore further.

6

Election of Commissioning Liaison Member

7

Election of Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Member Champion

8

Children's Social Care Performance Report (Pages 9 - 26)
Report of the Interim Head of Children’s Social Care (CS/21/09), attached.

9

SEND Performance Report (Pages 27 - 52)
Report of the Head of Education & Learning (CS/21/10), attached.
MATTERS FOR INFORMATION

10

Early Help Spotlight Review Progress Report (Pages 53 - 58)
Report of the Head of Service for Public Health Nursing-Strategic Lead for Early
Help (CS/21/11), attached.

11

Bridges (Edge of Care) Progress Report (Pages 59 - 66)
Report of the Interim Head of Children’s Social Care (CS/21/12), attached.

12

Information Previously Circulated
Below is a list of information previously circulated for Members, since the last
meeting, relating to topical developments which have been or are currently being
considered by this Scrutiny Committee.




Independent Review of Children's Social Care (17/06/21)
Education and Inclusion Briefing (28/06/21)
Introduction to the MASH (12/08/21)

Briefing notes
PART II - ITEMS WHICH MAY BE TAKEN IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PUBLIC
AND PRESS
Nil

Members are reminded that Part II Reports contain exempt information and should
therefore be treated accordingly. They should not be disclosed or passed on to any
other person(s). They need to be disposed of carefully and should be returned to the
Democratic Services Officer at the conclusion of the meeting for disposal.

MEETINGS INFORMATION AND NOTES FOR VISITORS
Getting to County Hall and Notes for Visitors
For SatNav purposes, the postcode for County Hall is EX2 4QD
Further information about how to get to County Hall gives information on visitor
parking at County Hall and bus routes.
Exeter has an excellent network of dedicated cycle routes. For further information
see the Travel Devon webpages.
The nearest mainline railway stations are Exeter Central (5 minutes from the High
Street), St David’s and St Thomas. All have regular bus services to the High Street.
Visitors to County Hall are asked to report to Main Reception on arrival. If visitors
have any specific requirements, please contact reception on 01392 382504
beforehand.
Membership of a Committee
For full details of the Membership of a Committee, please visit the Committee page
on the website and click on the name of the Committee you wish to see.
Committee Terms of Reference
For the terms of reference for any Committee, please visit the Committee page on
the website and click on the name of the Committee. Under purpose of Committee,
the terms of reference will be listed. Terms of reference for all Committees are also
detailed within Section 3b of the Council’s Constitution.
Access to Information
Any person wishing to inspect any minutes, reports or background papers relating to
an item on the agenda should contact the Clerk of the Meeting. To find this, visit the
Committee page on the website and find the Committee. Under contact information
(at the bottom of the page) the Clerk’s name and contact details will be present. All
agenda, reports and minutes of any Committee are published on the Website
Public Participation
The Council operates a Public Participation Scheme where members of the public
can interact with various Committee meetings in a number of ways. For full details of
whether or how you can participate in a meeting, please look at the Public
Participation Scheme or contact the Clerk for the meeting.
In relation to Highways and Traffic Orders Committees, any member of the District
Council or a Town or Parish Councillor for the area covered by the HATOC who is
not a member of the Committee, may attend and speak to any item on the Agenda
with the consent of the Committee, having given 24 hours’ notice.
Webcasting, Recording or Reporting of Meetings and Proceedings
The proceedings of any meeting may be recorded and / or broadcasted live, apart
from any confidential items which may need to be considered in the absence of the
press and public. For more information go to our webcasting pages

Anyone wishing to film part or all of the proceedings may do so unless the press and
public are excluded for that part of the meeting or there is good reason not to do so,
as directed by the Chair. Filming must be done as unobtrusively as possible without
additional lighting; focusing only on those actively participating in the meeting and
having regard to the wishes of others present who may not wish to be filmed.
Anyone wishing to film proceedings is asked to advise the Chair or the Democratic
Services Officer in attendance.
Members of the public may also use social media to report on proceedings.
Declarations of Interest for Members of the Council
It is to be noted that Members of the Council must declare any interest they may
have in any item to be considered at this meeting, prior to any discussion taking
place on that item.
WiFI
An open, publicly available Wi-Fi network (i.e. DCC) is normally available for
meetings held in the Committee Suite at County Hall.
Fire
In the event of the fire alarm sounding, leave the building immediately by the nearest
available exit following the fire exit signs. If doors fail to unlock press the Green
break glass next to the door. Do not stop to collect personal belongings; do not use
the lifts; and do not re-enter the building until told to do so. Assemble either on the
cobbled car parking area adjacent to the administrative buildings or in the car park
behind Bellair.
First Aid
Contact Main Reception (Extension 2504) for a trained first aider.
Mobile Phones
Please switch off all mobile phones before entering the Committee Room or Council
Chamber
Alternative Formats

If anyone needs a copy of an Agenda and/or a Report in
another format (e.g. large print, audio tape, Braille or other
languages), please contact the Customer Service Centre on
0345 155 1015 or email: committee@devon.gov.uk or write to
the Democratic and Scrutiny Secretariat in G31, County Hall,
Exeter, EX2 4QD.
Induction Loop available
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Report of the Children’s Scrutiny Committee
Standing Overview Group of Thursday 8th April
2021
1. Introduction
The Standing Overview Group of the Children’s Scrutiny Committee meets regularly as an
informal information sharing and member development session where issues are presented
to the councillors to raise awareness and increase knowledge. The Standing Overview
Group considers key updates and pertinent issues from across different services, with the
aim of developing Members’ knowledge, and bringing to the forefront any areas which may
benefit from further scrutiny.
Any action points arising from the sessions are reported back to the next formal Committee
meeting.
This report outlines the topic(s) covered at the meeting of Thursday 8th April 2021,
highlights the key points raised during discussion and details any agreed actions.

2. Recommendation
The Children’s Scrutiny Committee accepts this report as an accurate record of the meeting
and agrees the outlined actions raised during the discussion including the addition of the
highlighted issues of concern to the future work programme.

3. Attendance
Scrutiny Councillors: Rob Hannaford (Chair), Debo Sellis (Vice Chair), Su Aves, Frank
Biederman, Ian Chubb, Linda Hellyer, Richard Hosking, Philip Sanders, Margaret Squires
and Mrs Christina Mabin (Church of England).
Cabinet Member for Children and Schools: Councillor James McInnes
Children’s Services Officers: Dawn Stabb (Head of Education and Learning), Rachel Gillott
(Head of Children’s Social Care), Vivien Lines (Improvement Director)
Other Presenters (Children and Family Health Devon): Crispin Taylor, Annika Palmer and
Siobhan Grady.
Special Advisor: Kevin Crompton
Scrutiny Officer: Charlie Fisher
Apologies: Councillors Julian Brazil, Christine Channon, Alan Connett, George Gribble,
Jonathan Hawkins, Tony Inch and Andrew Saywell, Melissa Caslake (Chief Officer for
Children’s Services), Fiona Fleming (Head of Commissioning), Kate Stephens (Head of
Public Health Nursing).
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4. Notes and Actions
Members began by introducing themselves to presenters who were not from Devon County
Council.

4.1 Mental Health and Wellbeing Support
Report of Dawn Stabb (Head of Education and Learning) on mental health and wellbeing
support for young people as they return to school and beyond.
The report responded to a request from Scrutiny to give an overview about the information,
resources and support available to young people ranging.
Member discussion areas:
• In response to a question, officers confirmed 23 schools across Devon and Torbay
were part of the Social Workers in Schools programme and the funding is recurrent.
• Members and officers discussed the return to school for children and the positives of
being back in school to support children’s wellbeing and safeguarding.
• Officers from Children and Family Health Devon (CFHD) appraised Members about
the sharp rise of children presenting with eating disorders. There has been a 39%
rise in acute crisis referrals.
• Members and Officers discussed the resources, staffing and increase in demand for
mental health services in Devon. Officers commented on the 60% increase in
demand over the last 3 years and a recent bid to Devon CCG to recruit more staff.
• Members and Officers discussed safeguarding in schools and the importance of
having a trusted person to talk to and the protective quality of schools to spot early
signs which could not happen over COVID-19 lockdowns.
• Members asked about the prevalence of mental health issues in society and the
comparisons between people in urban and rural areas of Devon.
• In response to a Member’s question, Officers from CFHD confirmed that they were
moving to an integrated clinical health record for Devon and Torbay to allow for one
system to hold records.
Actions:
Currently only Children’s Scrutiny Councillors had sight of the information - Scrutiny Officer
to share the item paper with all Members.
Scrutiny Officer to liaise with Crispin Taylor to share figures on young people presenting
with eating disorders.

4.2 Autism Assessment Service
Report of Beverley Mack (Children’s Alliance Director, Children and Family Health Devon)
on Autism Spectrum Condition Assessment Services. Crispin Taylor, Annika Palmer and
Siobhan Grady presented the report on behalf of Beverley Mack.
The report gave an overview of the service at present, Children and Family Health Devon
(CFHD)’s plans to improve the service and an update to the SEND Written Statement of
Action on Autism.
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Officers stated that autism waiting times is a significant area of concern for CFHD with 2880
children currently waiting for assessment. Demand for services is currently outstripping
resources and capacity but there is a plan to clear the current backlog by the end of 2021.
The service’s current referral to treatment (RTT) target is 92% of patients seen within 22
weeks and officers were confident this would be reached by the end of the year.
Member discussion areas:
• In responses to questions from Members, officers spoke about the plans for
improving the service and streamlining processes. Transformation work in this area
would need a whole systems approach with partners such as Devon County Council
and Devon CCG. CFHD were reviewing internal processes to streamline services.
An extra 20 members of staff were being recruited from agencies in the short to
medium term to provide 2500 extra assessments this year to clear the backlog.
• Members discussed the prevalence of autism due to the significant rise in demand
currently seen. Officers confirmed there is increased awareness of autism and how it
presents.
• Officers from CFHD confirmed governance procedures so there is a strong and
robust arrangement in place with scrutiny and risk registers to ensure progress is
made.
• Members questioned about the narrative surrounding people with autism and the
negative connotations associated with autism. Members and Officers recognised the
misconceptions of autism. Members which many people live a happy, fulfilling life
and have the opportunities to pursue their passions and interests.
• Officers were asked to update the Committee in 6 months on progress made.
Actions:
Scrutiny Officer to add this item to the work programme of the new council to ensure the
committee receives an update.

4.3 Recruitment and Retention Update
Presentation of Rachel Gillott (Head of Children’s Social Care) on Recruitment and
Retention of Social Workers and Front-Line Managers in Children’s Social Care.
The report updates Members on progress made since the item was brought before the
Committee in September 2020 and the business case presented to Cabinet in December
2020 which agreed additional resources for social worker retention. In addition, a progress
report was requested in the Social Worker Workforce Spotlight Review in December 2020
for Spring 2021.
The Head of Children’s Social Care appraised Members of developments since December
2020. The proposals within the business case have now been implemented but it is too
soon to see it’s effect. A refreshed training programme is in place across all services and
put into a ‘One Stop Shop’. Work has been ongoing to promote recruitment and Devon as
an attractive place to work via a recruitment campaign, career pathways, story boards and
working with Frontline. In terms of current staffing levels, there are currently 40 vacancies in
Devon and a continuing high level of agency staff.
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The Head of Children’s Social Care highlighted to Members the feedback from Frontline,
who stated Devon was the ‘most positive place we have been to’ and social workers were
‘buoyant’.
Member discussion areas:
• Members asked about how we compare to pay and conditions with Torbay and
Cornwall Councils. Officers stated that as demand for social workers is so high, it is
a competitive market. While Devon is currently benchmarked to Torbay, their
package is better in other ways. There is a continuing difficultly to recruit permanent
and agency staff.
• Members asked about routes into the profession and work with Higher Education
Facilities. Officers confirmed we work with Plymouth and Bournemouth and planned
to work with South Devon College on apprenticeships.
• Members asked about the delays to DBS checks and housing for agency staff. Some
agency staff have had to live in hotel rooms. Members and officers were open to
talking to District Councils about housing for staff in the future.
• Members and Officers recognised this ongoing issue would need continuing
discussions in the new council.
Actions:
Scrutiny Officer to add to work programme of new council to ensure the Committee
continues to receive updates on the topic.

5. Next Meeting
This was the final Children’s Scrutiny Meeting of the council term. Children’s Scrutiny
Committee and Standing Overview Group meetings would continue in the new term.
The meeting began at 10.30am and ended at 12.38pm
Councillor Rob Hannaford
Chair, Children’s Scrutiny Committee
Electoral Divisions: All
Contact for Enquiries: Charlie Fisher / charlie.fisher@devon.gov.uk / 01392 383691
Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers
Background Paper
Date
File Reference
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Report of the Children’s Scrutiny Committee Standing
Overview Group of Thursday 29th July 2021
1. Introduction
The Standing Overview Group of the Children’s Scrutiny Committee meets regularly as an
informal information sharing and member development session where issues are presented
to the councillors to raise awareness and increase knowledge. The Standing Overview
Group considers key updates and pertinent issues from across different services, with the
aim of developing Members’ knowledge, and bringing to the forefront any areas which may
benefit from further scrutiny.
Any action points arising from the sessions are reported back to the next formal Committee
meeting.
This report outlines the topic(s) covered at the meeting of Thursday 29th July 2021,
highlights the key points raised during discussion and details any agreed actions.

2. Recommendation
The Children’s Scrutiny Committee accepts this report as an accurate record of the meeting
and agrees the outlined actions raised during the discussion including any addition of the
highlighted issues of concern to the future work programme.

3. Attendance
Scrutiny Members: Councillors Rob Hannaford (Chair), Su Aves, Janet Bradford, Julian
Brazil, George Gribble, Jonathan Hawkins, Linda Hellyer, Frank Letch, Lois Samuel and
Margaret Squires.
Cabinet Member for Children and Schools: Councillor Andrew Leadbetter.
Councillors also in attendance: Councillor Andrew Saywell (Cabinet Member for
Organisational Development, Workforce and Digital Transformation).
Children’s Services Officers: Melissa Caslake (Chief Officer for Children’s Services) and
Vivien Lines (Interim Head of Children’s Social Care).
Special Advisor: Kevin Crompton
Scrutiny Officer: Charlie Fisher

4. Summary of Discussion and Actions
4.1 Ofsted Focused Visit
Melissa Caslake, Chief Officer for Children’s Services, and Vivien Lines, Interim Head of
Children’s Social Care, gave an overview of the Ofsted focused visit letter and the ‘current
position’ briefing paper circulated to committee members.
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The focused visit, which took place in May 2021, was a temperature check inspection on
Children’s social care services and no judgement was given on our performance. Ofsted
reported on some strengths and positives such as our partnership working in response to
COVID-19, School attendances, keeping Elective Home Education (EHE) children safe,
improvements in pre-proceedings works, improved relations with the judiciary and the
Children and Family Court Advisory and Support Service (CAFCASS) and an improved
strategic focus to care leavers.
Ofsted commented that our Improvement Journey is still at an early stage, with outcomes
for some children still being ‘poor’. There are issues with variable social work practice,
plans for children, workforce instability and decision making within the MASH. Ofsted also
commented that scrutiny and challenge from both elected members and within the whole
council needs to be more effective.
Member discussion points:
• Average Caseloads for Social Workers – Members raised concerns about the average
cases held by Social Workers, which has increased recently, with some holding more
than 30 cases. Members wanted a future performance report to include data about the
caseloads social workers have across the different types of roles. Officers agreed to do
this and stated that caseloads and pressure on social workers is a real problem now
with 30 vacant posts. There have been some short-term measures in place to create
capacity in the system and the business case on recruitment and retention is part of a
longer-term plan to remedy this.
• Eclipse IT system – Members asked about the robustness of the system that social
workers used. Officers stated they are reviewing how it is working to improve
functionality and reduce bureaucracy. Business Support Officers as part of the business
case will help reduce the administration work Social Workers do on Eclipse and they will
look to add additional capacity in the system as part of the 2022/23 Budget
considerations.
• ‘Unknown unknowns’ – Members questioned whether the Chief Officer and Cabinet
Member were able to give assurances they have line of sight on every issue. The Chief
Officer stated that no one could be 100% sure of this and the current position of the
service (high caseloads, workforce instability) means that she cannot give that
guarantee. Since the January 2020 inspection, The Chief Officer assured Members the
services knows more about their own situation and have put in ‘Need to Know’
processes to escalate issues to Senior Managers but this does not take into account
human behaviour.
• MASH and decision making – Members asked about the decision-making processes in
the MASH and the focused visit letter comment about the Initial Response Teams (IRT)
overturning MASH decisions. Members asked if Officers have reviewed these cases and
how to ensure it does not happen. Officers stated a number of actions had been taken
to move to a better process model like Leeds City Council and a MASH Action Plan can
be brought to a future meeting. Officers assured Members the cases had been reviewed
and discussed with Members how decisions get made and the philosophy to intervene
at the lowest possible level. Officers wanted reflective discussions about decisions that
are being made with some healthy debate amongst teams to ensure strongest decisions
are being made. Scrutiny Councillors have met with the MASH team and will continue to
meet with them to ensure oversight in the service.
• Consistency of Practice – Members questioned the comments made by Ofsted about
the consistency of practice by social workers. Officers responded that we were not
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•

•

‘closing the loop’ where we had inconsistent practice and why. The Improvement and
Challenge Board is becoming clearer on how we drive progress and there will be a
change in the score card on how it reports on indicators and performance information
will be coming to Scrutiny Committee in September. Officers stated that all teams need
to have good practice but also be able to be flexible to local needs. The focus is on the
outcomes for children.
Culture and staff training – Members raised questions about the culture within the
service to share issues and escalate problems to Senior leaders. In addition, the
capacity of front-line staff to undertake training and professional development to create
a better culture for the service. Leeds (as our Partners in Practice) will offer as many
sessions as we need as part of the c.500 days they are funded to spend with us.
Officers were happy to update Members on these plans and programmes once finalised.
Scrutiny and Challenge – Members commented on the line in the letter about scrutiny
and challenge. Members stated this was not necessarily a reflection of this committee
but the wider council. Members discussed ensuring they see the issues that concern
officers and having those honest conversations with officers. In addition, Members
discussed being more forceful in resolving those issues and commented on stepping up
to the challenge to deliver a better service.

4.2 Recruitment and Retention Business Case
Vivien Lines presented on the upcoming Recruitment and Retention Business Case, titled
‘A culture for change in children’s social care’. The business case is expected to be
presented to Cabinet on Wednesday 8th September 2021.
Vivien gave an overview of the aims and ambition of the business case, the context and
need for it and the proposals contained within it. The business case included a range of
salaried measures, non-salaried measures and no-cost initiatives to the terms and
conditions of social workers in Devon. Social worker salaries would be matched to Cornwall
and a Retention payment would make our offer better than Cornwall’s offer. Officers want
Cabinet to approve option 3 which included these measures. The measures also included
recruiting extra business support officers and family practitioners to free up Social workers,
paying for registration fees, overseas recruitment, expanding the social work academy,
more bursaries and apprenticeships, increasing the relocation offer and recruiting dedicated
staff on social worker recruitment.
Melissa Caslake briefed Members on the two newly recruited Deputy Chief Officers, Dr Lisa
Bursill (Head of Children’s Social Care) and Janet Fraser (Head of Children’s Health and
Wellbeing) and stated she was looking forward to introducing them to Members in the near
future.
Member discussion points:
• Members were positive about and welcomed these measures but commented that
some of these proposals have been asks from Scrutiny for a number of years. For
example, matching our offer to Cornwall’s offer. In addition, salary increases,
development opportunities and paying for leave to remain applications for social
workers recruited from overseas were recommended as part of the Social Work
Workforce Spotlight Review from 2020.
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Members asked if the culture at Devon County Council meant Children’s Services
did not get enough resources. Officers and Members discussed the need to be more
persuasive with Cabinet and Leadership Group when making recommendations for
resources. We also need to show what we do with extra resources and investments.
Members discussed what else could attract or deter potential social workers coming
to work in Devon. Members discussed the lack of affordable housing and those who
are District and County Councillors liaising with their district councils on housing for
social workers as key workers. Officers stated that proposal would be very welcome.
Members indicated they could hold initial conversations with their district councils on
the issue.
Officers confirmed that the business case (and option 3) would make our offer better
than the conditions Cornwall currently offer. However, there is a national shortage of
social workers and this is particularly acute for the South West. Members discussed
lobbying our Members of Parliament on a national campaign to encourage people
into the profession akin to teaching and caring campaigns.
Members asked if any of the agency staff had been approached to move
permanently to Devon. The Chief Officer confirmed a small number had but they are
having conversations about this and ensuring agency staff know the benefits of
working for Devon County Council such as permanency and joining the local
government pension scheme.

5. Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Children’s Standing Overview Group is scheduled for October
2021.
The meeting began at 2.02pm and ended at 4.00pm
Councillor Rob Hannaford
Chair, Children’s Scrutiny Committee
Electoral Divisions: All
Contact for Enquiries: Charlie Fisher - charlie.fisher@devon.gov.uk / 01392 383691
Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers
Background Paper
Date
File Reference
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Children’s Social Care
Performance Update
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• Significant increase in children and families referred for
help and protection
• Significant impact on MASH, additional resources have
been needed to ensure timely and appropriate response
• 13% lead to response from early help, 77% to children’s
social care, 10% NFA/information only - currently reviewing
our decision making in MASH and early help offer to
ensure families get the right response.
• 21% of referrals are re-referrals which are scrutinised by
managers to ensure interventions are effective and
consider previous history
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Referrals - overview

Re-referrals:
Devon = 21%
Good LAs = 19.4%

Referrals – by locality
North Locality
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Exeter Locality

South Locality
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Mid and East
Locality

Mid and East Locality

Exeter Locality

South Locality
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North Locality
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Re-referrals by locality

Assessments
Timeliness of assessments;
• Devon = 83%
• Good LAs = 94%
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•
•

Timeliness impacted by increased demand, higher caseloads and
staff turnover.
Ofsted commented that assessments lacked curiosity
Principle of the Devon Children and Families Partnership; To
ensure children and families receive the right support, at the
right time, and in the right place.
Currently outcomes of assessments indicates that too many
families are subject to an assessment by a social worker that
doesn’t lead to ongoing statutory support.
Indicates that more families could receive an effective early help
offer and further exploration is being undertaken.
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• Small number of children not seen as part of assessments completed by social workers, usually
where they are unborn but occasionally adolescents who don’t want to engage.
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Children seen as part of assessments - overall

Numbers of children in need overall
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• Increasing numbers of children and families receiving support as children in need (S17 Children
Act - where their health or development is likely to be impaired without the provision of service)
• Includes high proportion of children and young people experiencing neglect
• Increased likelihood of changes being made with families when problems first emerge
• Refocusing family group conferencing service to build resilience in families to support change
needed

North Locality
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Exeter Locality

Mid and East
Locality

South Locality
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Children in Need – by locality

Children subject to child protection plans overall
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Rate of CPPs;
Devon = 38/10000
Good LAs = 42/10000

•
•
•

51% children are subject to CPPs for neglect; impact of mental
health, substance misuse and learning disability
34% for emotional abuse; frequently the impact of domestic
violence
1% in place more than two years
Improvement work with CP Chairs to ensure CP Plans are outcome
focused and support the family to make the changes needed
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•

North Locality
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Exeter Locality

Mid and East
Locality

South Locality
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Numbers on CPPs by locality

Repeat Child Protection Plans
Overall

North Locality
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Exeter Locality

South Locality

Devon = 27%
Good LAs = 18%
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• Review of all second time child protection plans
to ensure the previous intervention was effective
• Oversight of plans ending at 3-6m
• Improved oversight of assessments by TMs to
ensure history is considered
• Work with CP Chairs to ensure plans are SMART
and outcome focused and progress is reviewed
effectively

Mid and East Locality

Pre-proceedings in July - numbers show families (children)
Exeter

Mid & East

North

South

DCS

Total

Up to 12
wks
12 – 16 wks
16 weeks +
Total

12 (15)

9 (14)

5 (8)

9 (17)

3 (4)

35 (58)

1 (1)
3 (5)
16 (21)

2 (5)
3 (3)
14 (22)

0
4 (7)
9 (14)

3 (11)
7 (12)
18 (40)

0
0
3 (4)

6 (18)
17 (27)
58 (101)
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Locality

Proceedings in July - numbers show families (children)

Locality

Mid &
East
23 (40) 36 (59)

North

2(2)

Exeter

Total No. families
(children) in court
Number of families
(children) issued on in
July

4(7)

South

DCS

P&T

Total

40 (70) 31 (62)

6 (12)

0 (0)

136 (243)

3(5)

0(0)

0(0)

12(18)

3(4)

Total issued proceedings over time - numbers show families (children)
Issued on
Total

February
15 (19)
163 (295)

March
19 (23)
159 (280)

April
10 (15)
145 (254)

May
10 (17)
145 (255)

June
12 (25)
141 (246)

July
12 (18)
136 (243)
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Care proceedings (PLO)

• Target of 12 weeks for preproceedings and 26 weeks for
proceedings
• 46% of issued cases currently
over 26 weeks
• Delays caused by court listings
and completion of SW and
expert assessments (including
family engagement)
• Developing positive
relationship with CAFCASS and
judiciary
• Ofsted positive about progress
• Improvement supported by two
Case Progression Managers
• 16 Families (20 children)
concluded by the end of July
with 100% success rate for the
outcome sought

Visits to children on child protection plans
Overall
North Locality
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Exeter Locality

Mid and East
Locality

South Locality
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• Managers monitor visits closely using the SW
dashboard
• Delays currently experienced in recording visits
due to higher caseloads
• Improvement focus on ensuring visits are
purposeful and enable the plan to progress.
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Numbers of children in care
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•
•
•

‘Bridges’ working effectively to support adolescents to remain
safely at home
However, increase in number of children entering care and
complexity of need
Particular increase in children with ASD and complex
emotional/behavioural needs

•
•
•
•
•

Challenges finding family placements
Increase in number placed in residential care at high cost
Six children currently placed in unregistered arrangements
Outcomes not yet good
Improving picture on children with permanence plans

Placement stability for children in care
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Impact of workforce turnover on relationships with children
Challenges finding family placements
Increase in number placed in residential care at high cost
Six children currently placed in unregistered arrangements
Outcomes not yet good
Improving picture on children with permanence plans

% of children in care with 3+
placements in past 12m;
Devon = 11.1%
Good LAs = 10.5%
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Not in education, employment and training
30
24.5
21

19.4
15

13.6
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0

Normal
emotional
and
behavioural
health
40%

Cause for
concern
48%

10

10

Mar-20

Dec-20
Year 12

Permanence

DEVON AVERAGE SDQ SCORE OF 16.1
(2020/21)

Young people in care / care leavers % NEET

20

Emotional wellbeing

Mar-21

Borderline
12%

Year 13

The numbers of care-experienced young
people (in years 12-13), who are NEET, has
reduced significantly in the last 12 months.
While there is more to do to ensure this is
consistent, it represents positive progress in
ensuring our care-experienced young people
in Devon are set up in the best way possible
for adult life

249 children in care are open
to CAMHS as of February
2021, with all children
entering care being screened
by a mental health
professional.

Ensuring children have a
long term care plan that
provides security and
stability.
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Key outcomes

Care leavers
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19-21 year olds;

Completion of Pathway Plans;

North

83%

89%

Mid & East

83%

91%

Exeter

80%

87%

South

77%

77%
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Visits

Pathway
plans

• Closely monitoring young people in
unsuitable accommodation
• Focus on ensuring all young people have
up to date Pathway Plans that set out
clear outcomes to support them to
progress to adulthood
• Working closely with partners to ensure
effective planning for care leavers with
more complex needs and risk taking
behaviour.

• Proposed recruitment and retention measures progressing to Cabinet
on 08/09/2021 given challenges in qualified SW workforce
• Additional temporary teams extended for a further six months given
vacant posts unfilled by agency workers. Additional funding also
agreed for Admin and Family Practitioners to address SW shortages.
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• Improved oversight of recruitment, including agency staff, being
reported weekly.
• Implementation of career progression grade for SWs and recruitment
underway for 24 new Adv SW roles across teams. 11 in post + 2
permanent Advanced Social Workers appointed in July.
• Frontline Units on track for starting in August – 8 participants
• 12 ASYEs appointed this year.
• Leeds Relational Practice Centre to commence management
development in July
• Numbers of children allocated to front-line workers in localities have
risen - with exceptional pressure in the Mid & East locality.
• Across localities this has impacted negatively on staff retention.
Manageable work-loads are a key feature of establishing an effective
restorative and relational approach to social work and represents a
risk to improvement work having the required impact.

SW Caseloads
Average 20
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Workforce

Agenda Item 9
CS/21/10
Children’s Scrutiny Committee
7 September 2021

SEND Update
Report of the Head of Education & Learning
This report provides an update for scrutiny on current SEND projects and SEND
High Needs Block funding.
The SEND Transformation Programme
The preferred SEND service design delivery model for this transformation
programme has been widely consulted on and was agreed at the SEND
Improvement Board on 24 June 2021. These design plans were shared with
Scrutiny in detail at the Master Class on 29 July and a brief summary is provided
below for information.
The transformation delivery design aims to provide services to young people,
schools and families at 2 levels.
First SEND Support (the
bright blue circle) would
provide wraparound services
from, for example, outreach
work from special schools,
Children’s Centres, Public
Health, Education Support
Services, Healthcare
Services, Early Years, and
family support or Early Help
practitioners who can advise,
support and quickly provide
help in settings for children
and young people. It would
include a help line and a
simple point of contact to get
early wrap around support.
Further SEND Support from SEND Locality Partnerships would include statutory
services for when further help or support is needed. Services that would sit in this
area include Early Years complex needs teams, Inclusion, the SEND EHCP team,
Adult Social Care, the Preparation for Adulthood team, Disabled Children’s
Services, Children’s Social Care, Health Services and the Virtual school. Partners
in these teams would work in four localities with teams working together in
partnership. A centralised management system would remain in place to ensure
quality of practice and consistency across the county.
Work is now underway to collate detailed information from the services identified as
sitting in the SEND First Support circle in the SEND model above. This information
is being used to build a picture of the resources available to us, where the key
interactions are, where there are gaps and where there will be possible duplications.
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The conversations are also helping us to develop an understanding of the processes
needed, including the referral process, the triage process, where cross referral
processes will be needed and the centralised performance management/quality
assurance process.
One of the new roles identified in the design is that of a navigator to help ensure
schools and families can quickly access support from the right services. We are
starting to develop a good understanding of the role of the navigator, with the next
step being the development of a draft Job Description so we can get an
understanding of the level of this role and staffing resource implications.
We have also started exploring the IT system requirements that will need to be in
place to support both layers of support ensuring families and schools don’t need to
repeat information or complete multiple referral forms.
As part of our Communications and Engagement Plan, we have engagement
activities planned with school SENDCos for mid-September and are in the process
of planning further engagement opportunities with parent carers, children and young
people and staff. Regular updates are provided in our SEND newsletters and we
aim to be ready to share the next stage of our design in October. Once approved,
we are looking to implement the changes in July 2022 to coincide with the in
housing of the Education support services currently delivered by Babcock LDP

Babcock In-housing project
Members will be aware that on 14 July, Cabinet gave final approval for the
commissioned and traded services currently delivered by Babcock LDP to be
brought back into the Council to be delivered primarily through Education & Learning
Services. This move in house is to support a more integrated offer, especially for
SEND services as described above, and is not a reflection of the delivery of the
current contract, which has been good.
We are currently developing the opportunities from bringing the teams from both
DCC and LDP together to ensure we can work together effectively to achieve better
outcomes for children.
As part of this process, we have engaged with staff asking them to provide their
ideas and feedback about how we can work better together through a survey,
followed by a number of focus groups allowing us to dig deeper. This feedback is
currently being analysed and the insights are being pulled into a report.
We have also started looking at how we can manage the transition of staff. Various
options are being explored for the exchange of IT equipment etc. and the hosting of
a welcome event and induction.
A work package is now also being defined to look at areas such as:
 How the traded services will be branded.
 How they will work once they transfer across, and in particular, how they work
within the new SEND model.
 Potential new opportunities.
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The SEND Local Offer Website.
Every Local Authority is required to have a Local Offer Website which brings
together, in one place, information about education, health and care services along
with that of voluntary agencies, leisure activities and support groups.
In co-production with parents and our statutory partners Devon’s Local Offer has
undergone a complete redesign and has now been launched as a public “beta” (test)
site. Launching in this way allows us to get feedback from the public to continue to
make improvements to how it works and the content it contains.
A feedback button is included on the website so that those visiting the pages can
easily share their thoughts. The media team have used this information to help us
continue to make improvements. The majority of the feedback has been
encouraging for this stage of the process, with 63% of those responding saying the
site is either excellent or good and a further 16% saying it was average. This
compares well with feedback on the previous website.
An example of the some of the positive comments are included below.
 Easy to navigate the site. No issues.
 Loads of information, as the Mum of a special needs child will be checking
this out later.
 Use of Devon Local Offer all the time to help parents find info. So far it seems
better, there is information that is clearer than before, such as information
about support for families.
The Website also has provides information about our new SEND strategy 20212024. Like the website this strategy was co-produced and widely consulted on. It
has been well received by all stakeholders and practitioners who, following the
roadshows, are now embedding this strategy into their practice.
Funding for Special Education Needs through the Dedicated Schools Grant
(DSG) High Needs Block.
Scrutiny members will be aware that the funding Devon County Council spends on
supporting children with Special Education Needs far exceeds the funding we are
allocated from central government. Last
financial year we spent nearly £30 million, a
third more than we were allocated.
This is not a sustainable position and the
cumulative impact of the funding gap if no
action taken is shown above.
We have now been informed by the DfE that
for the financial year 2022/23 Devon has
provisionally been allocated an additional £9
million. However, this still falls far short of the
funding required.
At the Master class in July, we shared some of the steps we were taking to try and
achieve a more balanced position. The steps in no way reduce our responsibility to
ensure children with SEN receive the support they need, as set out in the SEND
code of practice, and primarily focus on:
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Providing earlier support to children and schools to try and prevent an
escalation of need and better meet children’s SEND needs in a mainstream
school.
Reducing the use of costly independent special school placements by 1)
investing £19 million of Council funds to provide a significant increase in the
number of state funded special school places available and 2) applying for an
additional DfE funded free special school.

I am pleased to be able to report that we were successful in our application for the
additional free school and work has started to move forward on this with an
expected opening date of 2023 / 2024. Work on the delivery of the places of the
DCC funding provision is also progressing well and a brief overview of the timeliness
of this work and the other actions we are taking is provided below. Detail on these
actions will continue to be provided at the Children’s Standing Overview sessions.
Workstream / Management Action

Delivery
RAG

4.1 New Specialist Provision
Okehampton Special School Opening Sept 2022
Marland Day Primary additional Opening Sept 2021
Lampard additional Opening Sept 2022
South/West Devon Special School Opening Sept 2023
Marland Day school Sept 2022
Tiverton - Haven Centre - Sept 2024
Aspiration for a day school provision - More complex needs- Free school bid dependent
4.2 Support Centre Expansion in mainstream schools
Support Centre Expansion
4.3 SEN 100 Project
Outreach support in special schools - supporting 250 schools across the year
(Year 1: supporting 50 children; Year 2-5 supporting 100 children)
Outreach support to reduce need for EHCPs
(Year 1-2 : Supporting 80 children; Year 3 supporting 120 children)
SEN Support Service - (Year 1: Supporting 72 children to stay in Mainstream)
Teacher Training Sessions
Helpline
4.4 Independent Sector
Independent Schools: 5% reduction to core costs in Independent settings
(based on discussions with top 12 providers)
4.5 Provision of early support in settings to prevent more Complex Support
requirements (Send transformation work)
Prevention of more Complex Support requirements
4.6 Reduce escalation of need at Transition Between Phases
Transition from Nursery to Primary
Transition from Primary to Secondary
Transition from Secondary to FE
Key Green – progressing to target timescales, Amber = short delay,
Red = significant delay (3 months)
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Timeliness of EHCPs
One of the four areas in Devon’s Written Statement of Action, following Ofsted, was
to improve the time taken for children and families to receive the support they
needed. While there has been a significant improvement of the assessment
performance from 4% at the point of Ofsted, current delays in Educational
Psychology advice are now impacting on this performance. There is a current two
month delay in the completion of EP advice which adds to the expected timeframe
for assessments. This has meant performance of the authority which had reached
60%, and above national average, is now at 47%.
The below action is being taken to address this and will be monitored weekly:
 Communication to all families affected which explains and apologises for the
delay and also then directly linking families to the named Educational
Psychologist so they can support parents and explain what is going to
happen.
 Communication to all schools in September explaining and signposting to
Babcock SEN support services and the graduated response support tools for
guidance while awaiting the completion of the assessment.
 Redirection of and targeted EP activity to ensure:
o a level of EP allocation and advice returns monthly that meets the level
of assessments proceeding (approx. 121). This is to be augmented
with use of associates to add capacity.
o further use of associate time to address a proportion of the backlog
that has occurred each month to catch up. Catch up time will be
affected by levels of demand from September 2021.
o prioritisation of assessments in the transition years (starting school,
moving to secondary and moving into post-16 in September 2022) so
deadlines for school placements can be made on 15th February and
31st March 2023.
The impact of these actions is likely to start showing improvement, but this may be
from December 2021.
Issues raised through complaint processes
There are 7,779 EHCPs in Devon, all are reviewed every year, and a further 1,337
(approx.) new EHCPs are issued annually. This is a considerable case load of
young people with SEN. In working with these families there have been a number of
formal complaints over the last three years (see table below). These have increased
over the last year and analysis is being used to inform practice.
Academic Year
2020/2020
2019/2020
2018/2019

Complaints raised
to DCC re SEND
65
31
37

All complaints are valuable feedback to the service about issues that face parents
and not only inform that individual case but also wider working practice. There have
been some changes to practice because of these, for example:
 Recent improvements have been made in the use of the EHC Hub to improve
transparency, which was part of the service response to parents not knowing
where cases are in the timeline.
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Increases in specialist provision have been in response to a growing need but
also parent feedback about seeking special schools.
Improvements in communicating the reasons for SEND decisions and not just
the decision was implemented two years ago.

In consideration of the content within complaints, made in respect of the SEN
service, the most commonly recurring themes are about EHCP provision in the plan,
the school placement amendments and case work. These have also been the cause
of the increase in complaints during the last year. It is not always possible to reach
agreement with the family and school in the time allowed for the legal process. To
avoid frustrating the right to appeal, it is sometimes a pragmatic decision to issue an
EHCP that still requires further discussion but allow the parent a right to appeal if
they wish to do so. It should also be noted that all of the above have a further right
of redress through the Tribunals Service and it is felt that sometimes parents use the
complaints service as a means of reaching resolution with the council more directly
and quickly, also with less anxiety than using the Tribunal. This is to be welcomed.
However, some parents do use both concurrently.
It is unfortunate that these matters reach complaint stage but it can sometimes be
the case that agreement is not reached due to resource, especially in terms of
special school places.
Complaints can escalate outside of the council to the Local Government
Ombudsman (LGO).
Academic Year Complaints raised to
LGO about SEND
2020/2020
14 *
2019/2020
2
2018/2019
3

* This year saw the removal of a two stage DCC complaints process before LGO
escalation. Complaints can now escalate to the LGO after a first response.
The LGO investigations are about processes and local authority policies, and
whether legal timescales and requirements have been met. Decisions about EHCP
content and school placement sit within the Tribunal process and cannot be
considered by the LGO. Investigations by the LGO also consider the entitlement to
full-time education for every child of school age and not just supporting their SEN. In
the 14 LGO investigations undertaken in the 2020/21 year, 4 have found no fault
with the council, 5 have found fault and 5 are still in progress.
Post-16 Education and NEETs
There is an ongoing investigation by the LGO regarding access to post-16 education
which is likely to find the council at fault; this will concern arranging education
opportunities for young people who are reluctant learners. Engaging young people
post-16 when they are reluctant to, and it is not compulsory education, will be an
issue that will need further discussion and a strategic approach across the council.
Currently there are 478 young people with EHCPs who are NEET, not engaged in
education, employment or training). This is high compared to other authorities, while
Devon has reduced to 6.6% from 9.2% over the last year (% of EHCPs that are
NEET), the national average is 2.1%.
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Current practice involves CSW working with young people to determine if they wish
to re-engage with education however this is not timely enough or having the impact
we would wish to see. There also needs to be further work about preparing for the
next stage in their lives and adulthood, signposting to adult services for some
support regarding adult care or directing to seek employment opportunities. This will
mean ceasing EHCPs for young people in greater numbers however it should be
acknowledged that they can always make a request for support through an EHCP
again if they found education they wished to engage in moving forward.
Communication to families and schools about SEND
Issues that arise from complaints and also from feedback through the Parent Carer
Forums or from different School forums have also raised the timeliness and quality
of communication. Recent work on restorative practice is in progress to support the
development of the SEN team in supporting families.
There is targeted work with the SEN team regarding improvements in
communication and engagement of the SEND service. This will seek to embed
restorative practice and its principles into everyday practice, e.g. the Customer
Relations team are already engaging in training which may helpfully shift focus of
complaints responses, but also to provide support for the SEN team in the context of
the current pressures and workload and identify practical solutions moving forward
as part of a systems approach.
In progress is the DCC online training for all the SEN 0-25 service to ensure a
consistency of understanding of restorative practice and starting to consider the
circle process. In September there are planned restorative practice circles as part of
the next stage of embedding this way of working. Circles provide a space for
restorative principles and values to be seen in action. They provide an opportunity to
come together as equals with a value placed on collective wisdom and consensus
decision making.

Dawn Stabb
Head of Education and Learning
Deputy Chief Officer for Children’s Services
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SEND Performance
Key Data and trends

Table 1 – Where children with SEND are located across the county

18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
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The table opposite shows the number of children
in each district who have an Education Health
and Care Plan (EHCP), or who are receiving SEN
support at school level. The charts below then
show this number as a percentage of the pupil
population in that district. Please note this data
is based on the district in which the school is
located. Some children also attend schools not
located in Devon.

District Level Pupil Headcount
District
SEN Support EHC Plan
Any SEN Total Pupils
East Devon
2661
746
3407
18667
Exeter
2131
938
3069
14755
Mid Devon
1321
434
1755
10640
North Devon
1825
733
2558
14207
South Hams
1195
424
1619
11396
Teignbridge
2143
736
2879
15854
Torridge
1310
378
1688
7918
West Devon
759
187
946
6600
Grand Total
13385
4578
17963
100258

% of Devon Districts pupil population with
EHC Plan - Spring 2021

% of Devon Districts pupil population with SEN
Support - Spring 2021
7%

16.5%
14.3% 14.4%

6%

13.5%

12.4% 12.8%
10.5%

11.5%

0%

5.2%
4.6%

5%
4%
3%
2%

4%
2%

6.4%

1%
0%

4.0%

4.1%

4.8%

3.7%
2.8%

The Pie chart below shows the
overall distribution of children
receiving any form of SEN
support across the county

Table 2 – The number of EHC Plans maintained by Devon LA
The chart below shows the year on year increase
in the number of EHC Plans maintained by Devon

EHCP Annual Trend and % change at January census
Jan 2016 Jan 2017 Jan 2018 Jan 2019 Jan 2020 Jan 2021
Pupils with
Statement/EHCP
3,510
3,718
4,093
5,162
6,474
7,295
maintained by Devon
LA
% of Devon pupils
with a plan
3.1 (2.8) 2.9 (2.8) 2.8 (2.8) 3.5 (3.1) 4.2 (3.3) 4.9 (3.7)
(% National*)
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% year on year change

5.9%

*national data set from SEN2 return

EHC Plans totals 2021/22 at end of month
April

May

June

July

7,460

7,575

7,777

7,977

10.1%

26.1%

25.4%

12.7%

Table 3 - The Education settings for children with SEND
Education setting being attended with an EHCP (%)

The chart opposite shows the proportionality of
children with SEND across each type of
Educational Setting.

Pre-school
Other
In education or training
NEET
Independent other school
Special school
Alternative Provision :- Free…
FE college
Elective Home Education
Awaiting provision in…
Awaiting provision under 5 years
Awaiting provision
Alternative Provision :-Academy
Mainstream School

It is a positive that the majority of children in
Devon are able to continue to access their
mainstream school.
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20

25

30

35

2019

2020

2021

56
130
839
2,248
349
12
8
1,520
5,162

65
217
976
2,825
593
19
1
1,778
6,474

59
317
1,039
3,395
478
17
0
1,990
7,295

40

45

Education setting for CIC in Devon with an EHCP
Type of provision

0
5
10
15
Number of pupils with an EHCP attending
2018
each type of setting
Alternative provision/Pupil referral unit
57
Educated elsewhere
78
Further education
618
Mainstream school
1,641
NEET
n/a
Non-maintained early years
4
Other
n/a
Special school
1,346
Total
3,744

This chart below shows the same information
but for Children in Care who also have an EHCP

Independent Special Post 16 provision
Other
In education or training
NEET
Special School
Independent other school
FE college
Awaiting provision
Alternative Provision :-Academy
Mainstream State School
0.0

5.0

10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0

% of children in care with an EHCP

Table 4 - The primary need in EHC Plans maintained by Devon
Total of EHCPs Maintained by Devon LA by Primary Need
2000
1800
1600
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No. of students

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
Primary Need

200
0

ASD

HI

MLD

Jan-2017

MSI

Jan-2018

PD

Jan-2019

PMLD

SEMH

Jan-2020

SLCN

SLD

SpLD

VI

Jan-2021

The most prevalent need in Devon is Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) closely followed by Social Emotional and
Mental Health (SEMH) and Speech Language and Communication needs (SCLN)
A glossary for the other abbreviations can be found on the final slide in this report.

Table 5 - EHC Plans maintained by Devon LA – by key stage
The chart below shows that whilst the largest pupil increase has been in primary aged children, the biggest
percentage increase has been for young people aged 16+. This is a reflection of the changes to the age range in
the 2014 legislation.
EHCPs maintained by Devon in each age range

8000

19+
16-19
Secondary
Primary

7000
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6000

315
378
187

5000

4000

0
262

3000

2000

1000

0

1819

5
452

48
725

142

1472

1284

2673
2228

1049
1868

1755

1748

1718

1395

1228

1125

1093

96

70

72

91

Jan-2015

1541

Jan-2016

Jan-2017

Jan-2018

1666

2181

2516

157

215

250

Jan-2019

Jan-2020

Jan-2021

Table 6 - EHC Assessments: % completed in 20 weeks
The graph below shows the annual percentage of EHCPs
issued within 20 weeks for each full calendar year since the
2014 SEND Code of Practice was introduced. National and
regional data is also provided for comparison.

The graph below shows same performance for the 2021
calendar year to date. The impact of the Pandemic on
staffing and access to children, in order to undertake
assessments, is now having a significant impact on
timeliness. The latest annual national average is also
shown as a straight line.
EHC Plans issued on time 2021
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80%
70%
60%
60%

50%
40%

57%

57%
51%

49%

49%

47%

30%
20%
10%
0%

Jan-21

Feb-21

Mar-21

% Plans per month

Apr-21

May-21

% Plans (annual)

Jun-21

Jul-21

Aug-21

National Average (55.6%)

Sep-21

Table 7 - EHC Assessments – Timeliness of professional advice
Advice from professionals in Education, Health and Care
should be received within 6 weeks of receiving a request for
assessment. A final EHC plan cannot be issued without the
relevant professional advice.

EHC Assessments - Advice in 6 weeks, cumulative %
90%
80%
70%

64%

63%

64%
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60%
50%

57%

59%

64%

60%

63%

57%

59%
54%

52%

The graph opposite shows the timeliness of professional
advice for this academic year to date.

58%
51%

40%

28%

30%
20%

25%

19%

25%

22%

19%

20%

May-21

Jun-21

10%
0%

Jan-21

Feb-21

Mar-21

Education Advice %

Apr-21

Health Advice %

Care Advice %

Jul-21

Aug-21

The ongoing impact of the Pandemic has recently led to a
significant decline in the timeliness of advice from Health
and Education. This is a result of staffing capacity and
issues with access to children to undertake the necessary
assessments. This has been especially the case in June and
July due to the significant increase in Covid cases and the
subsequent isolation.
Sep-21

Oct-21

Nov-21

Dec-21

While starting from a much lower point advice from Care is
improving due to changes in how this is being co-ordinated.

Table 8 - Appeals to Tribunal
Latest available DfE Data with benchmarking

2.0%

Appeal rate to the SEND Tribunal based on total appealable
decisions
1.8%

1.6%
1.5%

% of appeals

1.6%

1.3%

1.2%

1.2%
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0.0%

1.7%

1.5%
1.3%

0.8%
0.4%

1.6%

Devon’s number of cases going to Tribunal has
increased but the percentage remains below the
national average.

1.0%

0.9%

0.9%

0.7%

The table below shows that while the number of
appeals registered with the LA is increasing many of
these are resolved before the appeal progresses to
Tribunal.

0.5%
2014

2015
Devon

2016

2017

England

2018

2019

South West

2020

Stat Neighbours

Devon Appeal data
2018 2019 2020

Number of appeals
made
Number of appeals
proceeded*
Number of appeals
lost**

2021
To date

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

47

63

116

59

8

7

13

16

7

8

0

12

27

69

10

0

0

0

2

4

4

0

5

3

14

4

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Table 9 - School Attendance for Children with EHC Plans
The chart below shows that the attendance for children with an Education Health and Care Plan has
remained above that seen nationally for the whole of the academic year. Comparative data is not available
for June due to Year 11 no longer needing to attend school.
Vulnerable groups attendance from Sept 2020 to June 2021
100
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Devon EHCP

Jan-21

Feb-21

Mar-21

National EHCP

Apr-21

May-21

Jun-21 *

Table 10 – Annual Educational Outcomes for all age groups
Outcomes for Devon children in nearly all keystages are better than
seen nationally.
The first chart opposite shows the educational outcomes for Key
Stage 4 pupils (15/16 year olds) who either receive SEN Support in
school or who have an EHCP along side the national data.
As in 2020 only key stage 4 data was available - the 2nd chart shows
the previous year’s data for all key stages.

% of Devon Young People aged 19 years qualified to Level 2,
including English and Maths.
% of Devon young people
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The chart below shows the percentage of Devon young people who
achieve at least a level 2 outcome by the age of 19. There is currently
no national comparison for this data.
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0

2019

2018

Year

Pupils with SEN support (no EHCP)

2017
Pupils with SEN & EHCP)

2016

Table 11 – Young people NEET ‘Not in Education, Employment, Training’
The graph Opposite shows the % of 16 and 17 year
olds with EHCPs who were not in Education,
Employment or Training, or where their status was
not known, at the end of each calendar year.
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There are far fewer children who are NEET in Devon
than Nationally, regionally or in comparison to our
statistical neighbours.
The table below shows the more recent data for the
peninsula* (regional or national data is not yet
available).
SEND/LLD (yr 12 – 14)
NEET/Not Known rate

Apr-21

May-21

Jun-21

Jul-21

Jul-20

Devon

11.5

11.7

11.5

12.1

15.2

Peninsula Total

12.9

13.1

12.8

13.1

15.6

* Peninsula is Devon, Plymouth, Torbay and Cornwall

Table 12 – Permanent Exclusion and Suspension Data
Suspension for 1 day or more

The graph below shows that while the percentage of children with an
EHCP who are permanently excluded from school has reduced
significantly since 2017 it is still higher than the national and regional
average meaning that in 2019/20, 11 children with an EHCP were
permanently excluded from school. Actions were being taken by
schools and DCC staff to address this issue and a significant
improvement was seen in 2018. The downward trend however has
not continued and conversations have once again started to
understand the reason for this and any impact the Pandemic may have
had.
SEN Statement or EHCP - permanent exclusion rate

The number of children with an EHCP, who have been
suspended on at least one occasion from school is in line
with the regional average but remains higher than
national. The reduction seen in 19/20 may in part be
linked to the Pandemic which would have affected part of
the spring and all of the summer term in that academic
year.
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Permanent Exclusions

0.6

0.5
0.5

SEN Statement or EHCP - pupil enrolments with one or more
suspension rate
10
8

0.43

0.4
0.3

In the 2019/20 academic year, 289 children with an EHCP
plan had at least 1 day’s suspension.
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Table 13 – Electively Home Educated (EHE) Children with SEN
Nationally and in Devon there has, for a number of years, been an overall increase in the number of children
whose parents/carers have decided to take responsibility for their education by electing to home educate them.
This increase has been more rapid during the Pandemic.
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This trend is also seen for children who have an EHC plan or who previously received SEN support in schools.
The table and graph below provide an insight into these numbers and the recent more rapid increase. It should
however be noted that while the overall numbers are increasing the percent of the EHE population with SEND
has decreased.
Number of EHE pupils with SEND
Overall Number of EHE pupils
registered
Number of EHE pupils not
registered
(includes children not yet of
school age)
Number with EHCP
(% of EHE cohort)
Number who previously had SEN
support

EHE students on
Oct 3rd 2019
1238

218

EHE Students on
Jan 21st 2021
1702

195

327

350
300

252

280 (22.6%)

327 (19.2%)

100

110

200

100

125 (7.3%)

279

250

150

100 (8%)

280

57

50
0

EHCP

Previously SEN support

125

Table 14 – Young people waiting for ASD Assessments
No of children waiting for ASD Assessments 2020/21
3000

2500
2277

2240

2243

Apr

May

Jun

2330

2349

2385

2426

2465

2523

2541

2604

2628

2552
2417
2201

2000
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Table 15 – SEND Primary Need transitioning to Adult services
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Due to other pressures information on the %, by primary need, of young people starting to receive support
from adult funded services for 2020 is not available.

Glossary of primary need
• ASD = Autistic Spectrum Disorder
• HI

= Hearing Impairment

• MLD = Moderate Learning Difficulty - will have much greater difficulty than their peers in acquiring basic literacy and
numeracy skills and in understanding concepts.
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• MSI
• PD

= Multi Sensory Impairment - a combination of hearing and vision impairments.
= Physical Disability

• PMLD = Profound Multiple Learning Disability • SEMH = Social Emotional and Mental Health

a combination of a severe learning disability and other disabilities

• SPLC = Speech Language and Communication
• SLD = Severe Learning Difficulty - significant intellectual or cognitive impairments.
• SpLD = Specific Learning difficulty – eg dyslexia, dyspraxia, dyscalculia.
• VI

= Visual Impairment
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CS/21/11
Children’s Scrutiny Committee
Date September 2021

Early Help update report
Report of the Head of Service for Public Health Nursing-Strategic Lead for Early Help
Background
In November 2020 the Children’s Scrutiny Committee completed a Spotlight Review on Early
Help and aimed to:





Understand the impact of the Early Help system and how the approach benefits children
and families,
Promote the value of Early Help approaches across the Council,
Consider future sustainable investment into Devon’s current approach to Early Help and
to understand what is working and where it can be developed,
Ensure that these approaches are reflected in the 2021/22 budget and beyond, making
recommendations as necessary.

Recommendations
Recognising that Early Help intervention achieves lasting and sustainable change for children
and families, and that it is estimated that late intervention costs the public sector in Devon £203
million a year, and £16.6 billion every year across England and Wales. The Spotlight Review
asked the Council’s Cabinet to endorse and action the recommendations requesting that an
update on progress should be brought back to the Children’s Scrutiny Committee.
Recommendation 1
That the Cabinet recommends a 2021/22 budget to Council which includes a significant increase
in the core budget for Early Help, enabling services to plan and deliver sustainable Early Help
services to families and use any additional Government grant funding to support community
initiatives, short term projects and growth within the Early Help system.
Progress on Recommendation 1
The proposed next steps from September 2021 are to map the full range of council and
commissioned services that contribute to the early help picture and current provision and fully
understand the financial picture.
Recommendation 2
That the Cabinet continue to lobby Government to provide adequate funding across public
services which:
(a) recognises increasing demand for all services across local authorities, schools and partners
(b) accurately and fairly reflects the needs of the local area
(c) recognises the value of Early Help services and the vital role that all partners play in
delivering real and sustainable change for families

1
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Progress on Recommendation 2
Councillor James McInnes, in his capacity as Chair of the F40 Group, routinely raised these
issues and raised Early Help at every opportunity when meeting with the Department for
Education (DfE).
The F40 Group represent a group of the lowest funded education authorities in England.
Recommendation 3
That the Cabinet Member for Children’s Services and Schools be asked to lobby the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government and Devon MPs to:
(a) ensure that 2021/22 local government settlement includes ringfenced funding for the troubled
families programme so that Early Help services in Devon can continue to be delivered
throughout the next financial year.
(b) make a long-term funding commitment to the Troubled Families programme (or equivalent),
ensuring that local authorities and partners are able to make long term, sustainable plans to
prevent children and families reaching ‘crisis point’, and support them to thrive into the future.
(c) consider providing authorities (such as Devon) who have consistently shown their ability to
deliver lasting and sustainable change for families through the Troubled Families programme,
with ringfenced funding based on population and need, rather than ‘results’.

Progress on Recommendation 3
Councillor James McInnes wrote to Vicky Ford MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Children and Families on 10th November 2020 on Early Help and the absence of a long-term
financial settlement from the Troubled Families Grant. Councillor McInnes’ letter highlighted the
three sections detailed in Recommendation 3. Appendix 1
Kelly Tolhurst MP, Minister for Rough Sleeping and Housing, responded on behalf of the
Government on 15th December 2020. The Minister stated the Government is looking to build on
the Troubled Families Programme to build the resilience of families. As of September 2020, the
programme led to 4,107 successful family outcomes from 2015 in Devon. Appendix 2
In addition, as part of F40, Councillor McInnes regularly spoke to Silver Civil Servants at the DfE
and reiterated the importance of the Troubled Families Programme and the importance of a
long-term funding settlement.
On 26th March 2021, the Government confirmed the change of name from the Troubled
Families Programme to Supporting Families Programme to better reflect the role key
workers play and to reduce stigmatisation.

Current Position
Funding and Sustainability
Devon’s Early Help services are in part funded by the County Council’s core budget, and partly
by the Supporting Families Programme (payment by results) administered by the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG). The Public Health Grant (and other
funding streams) totalling £448,000 also part fund Y-Smart youth drug and alcohol services.

2
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The table below sets out the Budget for the 21/22 Early Help co-ordination service and
Children’s Centre Contracts

432,000

Net
Revenue
Budget
432,000

1,127,000

1,127,000

29.21

Early Help Operational Management

628,000

628,000

12.00

Early Help Connectors

375,000

375,000

9.00

Family Group Conferencing

616,000

616,000

18.81

Y-Smart
Increased Early Help Capacity (Prorata 12 month only)
Troubled Families Database & Project
Team
Finance and Support Costs

649,000

201,000

12.31

Early Help Co-ordination 21/22
Service
Youth Intervention Team
Family Intervention Team

Gross
Expenditure

Supporting
Families
Grant

Other
funding
streams

-448,000

Budgeted
FTEs
10.86

218,000

-218,000

0

13.59

203,000

-203,000

0

3.00

20,000

-20,000

0

Locality Budgets

80,000

-80,000

0

Parenting Courses

15,000

-15,000

0

-1,802,000

-1,802,000

Other
Contribution to Early Help Teams
Total

4,363,000

-2,338,000

-448,000

Childrens Centre Contract

1,577,000
£5,822,000

Staffing structure
The table below sets out the current staffing model for the Early Help Service
Early Help Co-ordination 21/22 Service
Youth Intervention Team
Family Intervention Team
Early Help Operational Management
Early Help Connectors
Family Group Conferencing
Y-Smart
Increased Early Help Capacity (Pro-rata 12 month only)
Troubled Families Database & Project Team
Total

Budgeted FTEs
10.86
29.21
12.00
9.00
18.81
12.31
13.59
3.00
108.78

Of the staff working within Early Help, there are circa 38 Full Time Equivalents (FTE) who are
employed on fixed term contracts and have built up employment rights as a result of service.
11.9 FTEs are also fixed term and with continued employment will also accrue the same rights.
Information from the Supporting Families Programme policy paper in March 2021 indicates that
funding will continue, reporting that over the next year work will be undertaken with areas to
develop a renewed upfront funding offer, there is no current confirmation regarding the funding
levels.
The Early Help System and Triage
In Devon (August 21), we currently have 3811 families being supported across Early Help by
3239 practitioners encompassing 366 organisations and 787 services. In the last financial year,
3
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Early Help has achieved successful ‘Supporting Families’ outcomes for 664 families as defined
by Devon’s Early Help outcomes framework.
From March 2020, as a response to Covid-19 and in order to get more help to families struggling
through lockdown and isolation, Locality Partnerships and Early Help Triages stepped up in
frequency and observed increased engagement from partners, including adult and health
services. Early Help Triage has experienced an average 58.0% increase in the period (April
2020 – June 2021) in families discussed at Triage over the previous comparative period.
Feedback from the partnership on Early Help’s capabilities to scale up to meet demand has
been one of the success stories in Devon’s response to families during this period. Early Help
Area Managers have played a central role in the coordination of support in Incident Management
for children impacted by school closures, ensuring information is shared with social care and
partnership services.
Response to Covid-19
As a result of increased demand on our partners to maintain activity within the Early Help system
at the same time as increased demand in relation to managing the impact of the pandemic within
their own organisations, Devon secured Covid funding to provide the following support roles.







8 x Early Help Connectors
4 x Domestic Abuse Connectors
8 x additional Family Intervention Team (FIT) staff
In response to increased demand for support, the Early Help South Locality in
collaboration with SPACE are proposing to offer the following group interventions
available to children and young people aged 10-18 years over the coming year:
8 x workshops provided on emotional resilience and self-care in the caring professions,
delivered across our locality partnerships and practitioner forums.
In response to partnership concerns about line of sight of unborn – 2 years and hidden
harm, the Early Help System has rolled out vulnerable pregnancy pathway meetings
across all 4 localities. An enhanced and integrated support programme is being
developed which will provide specialist support for children and their families throughout
pregnancy and for the first two and a half years of life.

A total £904,000 of specific covid grant has been accessed for Early Help, as detailed below:
Description

20/21

Early Help Access Connectors
Early Help Connectors - Domestic Violence
Family Intervention Team enhanced staffing
Staff Overtime
Wellness and Self Care – SPACE - school groups
Emotional Resilience workshops
Winter/Local Support Grant - For families suffering hardship during
winter with heating, utilities, and food
Total

111,946

21/22
(forecast)
280,000
100,000
225,000
10,000
36,000
3,000
90,000

160,466

744,000

40,596
7,924

COVID Local Support Grant
The grant was designed to directly help families and individuals who have been hardest hit by the
coronavirus pandemic.
Under this fund, Early Help were able to provide a grant per family to support with:
4
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Providing vouchers for food and personal items.
Supporting with energy and water bills for household purposes.
With other requests clearly linking to the priorities of the fund, grants can be provided for
essential white goods such as a cooker, fridge or freezer.

Winter Triage Records 16th April to 20th June

Locality
EastMid
Exeter
South
North
Total

No Families
£
No Families
£
No Families
£
No Families
£
No Families
£

Food & Utilities
28
8,360.00
29
5,268.07
48
14,890.00
27
4,576.00
132
33,094.07

Other
16
3,964.94
5
1,130.00
17
6,430.00
6
745.98
44
12,270.92

Total
44
12,324.94
34
6,398.07
65
21,320.00
33
5,321.98
176
45,364.99

Challenges
A significant increase in families requiring Early Help is continuing to be seen across the
partnership. There are local challenges around increasing demand and capacity to respond
across the partnership within many agencies. There are no current indications of any decrease
in demand, anticipation and expectation across the partnership is that volumes may increase
further when schools return in September, placing additional strain and pressure on partners.
The main issues and areas of need identified are domestic abuse, parental and child mental
health, childrens’ behavioural issues linked to child mental health and also behavioural issues for
children and young people linked to Autistic Spectrum Disorder.
Next steps
Our existing early help offer is based around early help triage meetings which brings all partners
together to talk about families and their needs. This is done by one agency preparing a team
around the family document setting out the family circumstances. In order for the family to be
discussed at a triage meeting, a further form is required called a request for services. At the
meeting, various agencies discuss the family and agreement is sought for a service to be
offered. We recognise that the demand challenges are prompting us to consider early help
capacity.
Our next steps therefore must involve the necessary mapping of existing needs and services,
understanding the full financial picture, and using this to review the current system. Early help is
vital in supporting our stated aim of reducing children in care and on child protection plans by
10% in two years, with better outcomes for children as a result. We will begin this work with
mapping current provision in September 2021.
Name Kate Stephens, Head of Service, Public Health Nursing- Strategic Lead for Early Help
Cabinet Member for Children’s Services and Schools Councillor Andrew Leadbetter
Chief Officer Melissa Caslake
5
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972: LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS
Contact for Enquiries: Kate Stephens
Tel No: 07866976826
Room:130

Appendix 1
Letter%20to%20Vicky
%20Ford%2009%2011%2020%20final.docx

Appendix 2
Response.pdf
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CS/21/12
Children’s Scrutiny
Date Sept 2021
Improving Outcomes for Adolescents of the Edge of Care in Devon
Recommendation: That Children’s Scrutiny Committee note the findings of progress made
during the previous 9 months of the service being in operation and feedback observations,
challenges and recommendations as required.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1.

SUMMARY

As a result of concerns about a rising number of adolescents entering care, in April 2019,
Cabinet approved the investment of just under £4.6M from the Business Rates Pilot Fund to
develop and implement an Edge of Care Service in Devon. During the period of the pandemic
numbers of children in care increased further and the Edge of Care service has been
implemented at pace in response to this.
Following engagement with young people, families and professionals the service has now
been re-named from ‘Edge of Care’, which it was felt carried negative connotations, to
‘Bridges’.
A previous report covering the period Aug – Oct 2020 was provided to Children’s Scrutiny
Committee on progress that had been made to develop the service, but at that point the
service had not yet been operational. For ease of reference, the report, which provides
background and context, can be found here;
Agenda & Minutes – Children’s Scrutiny Committee November 2020 (No. 193)
The service since went ‘live’ in November 2020 and this paper seeks to provide members
with a further update on progress made during the last 9 months that the service has been in
operation (Nov 20 – July 21).
2.

SETTING UP THE SERVICE

44 out of 47 posts have now been recruited to, including all Management and core Social
Care positions. The permanent Area Manager, Senior Clinical Psychologist and Educational
Psychologist posts were appointed to in April 2021.
The remaining vacant posts include 1 Clinical Psychologists and 2 Family Therapists, which
have been challenging to recruit to because of both a national shortage of suitably qualified
professionals, but also due to an initial disparity between DCC and NHS Terms and
Conditions, with NHS being more favourable, which was resolved to enable recruitment to
progress.
A Police Analyst to support the improvement of outcomes for young people at risk of offending
or reoffending has also now been appointed.

1
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Bridges - Service Structure July 2021
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3.

WAYS OF WORKING

The service has developed a clear set of eligibility criteria for young people and families
to be able to access support from them, which is that they;





Are a Devon resident family.
Are aged 11 – 18 years (17 at the point of referral)
Have an allocated Social Worker and are a ‘Child in Need’ or have a ‘Child
Protection Plan’ and who are at risk of entering care OR
Have an allocated Social Worker, have recently become a ‘Child in Care’ and
have potential to be reunified with their family.

Young people are referred to the service by their allocated Social Worker to provide
interventions that prevent them from entering care OR reunify them with their families
following a short period of care.
In the 9 months that the service has been operational 243 young people have been
referred of which:
 102 are currently being worked with.
 92 have been supported and no longer require a service.
 49 were not eligible, either due to being outside of the age range or having no
clear plan for re-unification with their family due to safeguarding issues.
Following the managers ‘screening’ process, eligible young people are allocated an
Adolescent Worker and Family Worker, who arrange to contact the young person and
their family as a ‘Rapid Response’ (within 24 hours), or as a ‘Planned Response’
(within 5 working days). An initial Support Agreement is then agreed with the young
person and appropriate family members within 10 working days.
Of the 194 young people who have had a Support Agreement;






156 (80%) have been a request for a rapid response.
38 (20%) have been a request for a planned response.
151 (78%) of Support Agreements have been agreed within timescale
168 (87%) children in need received support to prevent them from entering
care.
26 (13%) children in care received support to re-unify them with their families

Following the completion of an Initial Support Agreement, a review of the plan is carried
out every 6 weeks to monitor progress. This review continues until such time that
planned outcomes have been achieved and the service is able to end their
involvement, with the ultimate aim of the young person having stepped down from a
‘child in care’ placement, or a child remaining with their family and no longer needing
a social care service.
4.

Early Evidence of Impact & Outcomes

Impact
The service has so far received significant positive feedback from young people,
families and their Social Workers. This has been further backed by feedback received
by other professionals and members who participated in a review of the service during
‘Practice Week’ carried out during March of this year.
3
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Feedback from young people and families
Hi Nic, when you ask me how have you made a difference for me, I was kind of on the
spot but now having time to think about it I would like to say more. From day one
nobody expected anything much different, but you were fantastic with me you listened,
and the most important thing was I felt heard. I think you actually care and understand,
and I think without your support I couldn't have achieved the things I've done. I feel you
nurtured me and supported me like a child who's learning to ride a bike or something
similar. You believe in me encouraged me! But for me to do these things was really
scary! To have some kind of backup was what made me do it. It's so scary on your
own so that's made a big difference to me! Thank you
JD – Young Person – 04.08.21
We wanted to write to you both to feed back after Edge of Care came into our lives for
the past 5 months. We have tried everything we could think of since our adopted son
was 6 to understand his needs and provide them as best we could. He turned 16 in
2020 and we were all desperate for S to have the care he needed to allow us to spend
quality time with our daughter C. Sam and Nick came into our lives and helped us
through an extremely difficult time, and then engaged with everyone who could make
a difference to S's life, eventually securing S's much-needed education for an extra
year and direct payments for an enabling worker at weekends. We had been asking
for this for years through social services without any success. Through their efforts,
Sam and Nick have transformed our whole family's lives and made our daughter able
to enjoy the rest of her childhood and given our son the means to grow into a happy
adult. We can never thank them enough for what they did for us.
HD – Parent – 21.04.21
The support from edge of care means we don’t feel quite so alone anymore. For the
first time we have an organisation that has stood up and said we will try to help and
have stayed about rather than slinking off. Home visits are something so rare now, and
to have weekly visits by the same people as well as phone support, well maybe it’s like
the feeling of winning the lottery. Edge of care makes me feel like a person again, with
people that you can talk to, that don't judge, shy away or gets scared when they see a
young person displaying different behaviours, when most would or act like the childs
behaviour is contagious. We are also not treated like a number or statistic, those that
we have met from edge of care, actually do care, they are parents with a vast amount
of knowledge, that one can actually have an open and enjoyable conversation with.
ES – Parent – 07.04.21
The feedback reflects the emerging evidence of the positive impact that the
interventions provided by the service is having on young people and their families and
improved outcomes being achieved.
Of the 92 young people who have received support which has now ended, 69 (75%)
were provided with a preventative support plan and 23 (25%) with a plan for reunification with family, of which;




47 have remained out of care
14 have now stepped down from requiring social care support altogether.
31 remained or escalated into care (16 of these were planned for reunification
but were unable to due to safeguarding risks, 15 of these escalated into care
during the period of intervention from the service).
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A review has been undertaken of the 15 young people who had escalated into care at
the point of closure to Bridges. 7 of these young people were accommodated as a
result of assessments identifying that they could no longer remain safely at home and
were subsequently safeguarded through care proceedings. The remaining have been
reviewed by Bridges clinical leads and team managers with the themes of adoption
breakdown, harmful sexual behaviour and adolescent mental health issues being
identified and skills in the team and relationships with key partners, including Adopt
South West, are being strengthened in response to this learning.
Multi-disciplinary practice meetings are now in place for formulation, and agreement of
intervention, in all these areas supported by clinical specialists. Practice themes and
reviews are in now in place with locality childrens social work team managers to share
learning.
The service was designed as a ‘invest to save’ model with a view to becoming selffunded from year 4. In order for this model to be sustainable, targets to reduce the
numbers of children coming into care have been set year on year as follows;

Reduction of CiC
Total Cost Saving
Cumulative Savings

Year 1
2020 / 21
0
£0
£0

Year 2
2021 / 22
12
£352,000
£352,000

Year 3
2022 / 23
24
£1,369,000
£1,721,000

Year 4
2023/24
24
£1,853,000
£3,574,000

In order for the financial revenue and saving model to become effective, the young
person should remain out of care for a period of at least 3 months following intervention
from the service. Future plans will include tracking longer term outcomes.
The service has already significantly exceeded the ‘invest to save’ targets having
stepped 3 young people down from needing social care in year 1 against a target of 0
and 11 so far in the first quarter of year 2 against a target of 3. Based on these children
being kept out of care successfully for 3 months, since the end of their involvement
with Bridges, this has resulted in cost avoidance of £115,000. This is based on internal
fostering rates. In addition, should the remaining 47 young people remain out of care
over the forthcoming 3 month period this would generate an additional £290,000 of
avoided costs. In total 61 will have been prevented from entering care or remaining out
of care. A review of this modelling will be undertaken.
Despite a continued significant increase in referrals in recent months, the overall
trajectory of children coming into care since the service has been in operation has seen
a steady decline.

860

Monthly Breakdown of
Open CiC Plans

840
820
800
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Outcomes
Throughout the young person’s journey of support from the service, from initial ‘support
agreement’ and ‘six weekly reviews’ to ‘ending involvement’, the multi-disciplinary
team capture the progress of outcomes being achieved and the monitoring of
presenting risks through a scoring matrix tool broken into six key categories;







Behavioural Characteristics
Youth Offending
Education & School
Contextual Safeguarding
Family
Community

Overall, there are 148 young people who have been supported by the service for a
period of time sufficient for us to measure the progress of outcomes being achieved.
Across all of the categories, at the point of their first review, 103 (70%) young people
saw improved outcomes achieved, 13 (9%) remained the same and 32 (21%) had not
achieved the desired outcomes and had worsened.
Across all of the categories, at the point of their latest review (or at the point of
ending involvement), 83 (56%) young people saw improved outcomes achieved, 40
(27%) remained the same and 25 (17%) had not achieved the desired outcomes and
had worsened.
TOTALS

Outcomes Improved
Stayed the Same
Situation Worsened
TOTAL Young People Reviewed

5.

At 1st Review

At Latest Review

103 (70%)
13 (9%)
32 (21%)
148

83 (56%)
40 (27%)
25 (17%)
148

Further Development

The multi-disciplinary team, led by their Senior Clinical Psychologist, had been
considering a number of options to enhance the existing offer of evidence-based
6
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methods which are proven as being effective in supporting improved outcomes for
adolescents at the edge of care, including Family Group Conferencing, Motivational
Interviewing and the Family Partnership Model, whilst also developing a therapeutic
model with relational, trauma and attachment theory informed approaches.
The therapeutic pathway consists of combining the structure of the FAMILY / STAIRS
approach with the trauma and attachment informed ideas from Dyadic Developmental
Practice (DDP). This ensures sensitive and relational delivery of evidence-based
interventions which will be an effective, innovative and sustainable combination,
creating a safe and nurturing service for families working with Bridges as well as staff
working within the service. It will be in keeping with the ethos of the team from the
outset as well as being in line with restorative practice.
“By bringing together both behavioural, trauma and attachment focussed interventions
we will be providing evidence-based outcomes and oriented interventions, that are
focussed on sustainability and promote the family’s sense of agency and autonomy,
whilst also enhancing their understanding of the impact of trauma and attachment
disruptions on their emotional wellbeing. This will increase levels of nurture,
attunement and connection within the home and help families to trust and feel safe
working with the team. In this way we will be mirroring the ideas of therapeutic
parenting (as described by Kim Golding and Dan Hughes), by providing high levels of
structure as well as high levels of nurture both for the workers within the team and for
the families we are supporting. Therefore families will be more likely to engage
positively with the service, and staff will feel motivated and supported to work to the
best of their ability and able to move forward in providing the more structured, shortterm, interventions as needed.”
-Dr Molly Bodinetz (Snr Clinical Psychologist – Bridges)

Key contact: Vivien Lines, Interim Head of Service.
Chief Officer for Children’s Services: Melissa Caslake
Cabinet Member for Children’s Services: Councillor Andrew Leadbetter
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